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ABSTRACT

Experimental analysis of thin flat plates to determine
moments and deflections using the method of reflected light and
the particular technique developed by Ligtenberg is investigated.
Circular plates of two thicknesses and two methods of loading are
used to evaluate the method.
The experimental results obtained for moments and
deflections are compared with analytical solutions in each case
using the usual thin plate theory.

It was concluded that the

Ligtenberg method can be used to advantage by engineers in
analyzing plates which because of their shape support conditions,
or method of loading are not easily analyzed using purely analytical
methods.
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NOTATION

Rectangular coordinates

r,e

Polar coordinates

h

Thickness of a plate

%

Intensity of a continuously distributed load

P

Single load

E-

Modulus of elasticity in tension and compression

-o

Poisson's ratio

D

Flexural rigidity of a plate
Bending moments per unit length of sections of a plate
perpendicular to

Mxjj.Mijx

K

and y

axes, respectively

Twisting moment per unit length of section of a plate
with sides perpendicular to x. and y axes, respectively
Radial, tangential, and twisting moments when using
polar coordinates

w

Deflection of a plate

Mo

Deflection of a plate at its center

s

Distance from screen to model

d

Ruling interval

4>

Surface slope of the model
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CHAPTER X

INTRODUCTION
In the design of structures, it is often necessary to determine
moments and deflections for plates with shapes, supports, and loading
conditions for which purely analytical solutions are either impossible
to obtain or too complicated for practical purposes.

Hence, there has

been interest in experimental methods.
M. Dantu, searching for a new method, experimented with the

,*

12

use of light reflected from a mirrored model. He developed a method
for determining the image strain which is proportional to the bending
strain of the model.

The Presan Corporation later used essentially the

same principles commercially to analyze flat roof and floor slabs for

3
buildings of concrete construction.
Ligtenberg, also using reflected light, developed a technique
utilizing fringe patterns obtained by taMng double exposures on a
single photographic film of the reflections of a ruled screen from a

k
mirrored model.

If the model is placed in front of a ruled screen

and an exposure is made before and after loading of the model, any
deflection of the model due to the loading will cause fringe patterns
to appear on the photograph.
calculate surface slopes.

From these fringes it is possible to

Curvatures can be obtained by graphical

differentiation and deflections can be obtained by graphical
integration.

* Numbers designate references at end of the thesis.

Ligtenberg'8 technique has been Investigated in this thesis
by finding the moments and deflections in laterally loaded thin,
flat circular plates.

The results of experiments with the following

three cases are reported;

2

Case I:

Simply supported circular plate with a load uniformly
distributed over a concentric circular area producing
a maximum measured deflection of O.Vf h.

Case II;

Simply supported circular plate trader a uniformly
distributed load over the entire area of the plate
producing a maximum measured deflection of 0.216 h.

Case III:

Simply supported circular plate under a uniformly
distributed load over the entire area of the plate
producing a maximum measured deflection of 0.501 h.

3

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THEORY
The equations for bending and twisting moments per unit
length acting on any section parallel to the xz and yz planes
(Fig. l) of a thin flat plate using the assumptions of small
deflection theory are derived by Wang and others to be

M
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The methods of reflected
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deflection, and
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is Poisson’s ratio.

light provide a means of obtaining the

t w

surface curvatures

, and

•

The flexural and torsional

moments are obtained by substituting these values into the above
equations.
First, the surface slopes

and

are obtained.

This is accomplished by placing a moled screen in front of the model as
shown in Fig, 2.

Point T appears astpoint U on the camera film.

An

image of point Q on the i*uled screen is reflected by the Point T.
However, if the mirrored surface deflects by an angle (f , it can be
seen that point R on the screen is reflected back to point U.
of the model surface <j>

The slope

can be determined from a measurement of the

distance QR.
If rulings on the screen are sufficiently fine, a slight
deflection of the plate will cause fringes to appear on a double

4

Fig. I. Notation .

5

exposed, photograph.

The first exposure yields a photograph of the

model with reflections of straight parallel lines on the surface as if
the rulings had been drawn on the model.
the second exposure is made.

After the model is loaded,

The deflected shape causes the rulings

as viewed by the camera to become deformed.

When a black line as

recorded on the camera film shifts far enough to eclipse what in the
previous exposure was the area of a white line, a band is produced on
the photograph along which there has been interference of the black
and white lines.

A little farther across the photograph well defined

black and white lines appear again.

In this area, a black line has

shifted a full ruling interval or, in other words, QR equals d.
The frings lines where QR equals 1/2 d, 1 l/2 d, 2 l/2 d, etc., can
be.easily located on the photographs,
The slope of the surface of the model, <$, is computed from
geometrical relationships.

For a flat screen Ligtenberg obtained the

6
equation

for <j? as

Ligtenberg, seeking to eliminate the term

'^/sL

from the equation
jO

for (p obtained a differential equation from the relationship, ^

,

with the coordinates of a point on the screen taken as the two variables.
By graphical integration two solutions which define the shape of the
screen so that

were obtained.

One of these solutions

closely follows a circle with a radius equal to

?.5s.

Ligtenberg

shows that the error from vising a screen with a radius of 3*5s is less

6

than 0.3$ for a field of b equal to 0.4s.

A complete solution of the
7
equation for the screen can be found in Bradley’s doctoral thesis.
QR is obtained from the photographs displaying fringes in terms
of the number of fringes from a point of zero or known slope.

rulings on the screen are parallel to the y-axis, then
to

~a- VVJ
,^ . The value
3

of

~Q^*.

3

If the

<f>. is identical

is then obtained at any point by

counting the number of fringes to a point of zero slope.

Since between

two consecutive fringes the distance QR differs by an amount'd, the

"&vu_
slope -3.^

rtd

is equal to Y5

where n is equal to the number of fringes

counted from a point of zero slope or known slope.
The curvature, ^

, can be found by plotting -

3 VAj

as a

function of x and determining the slope of the curve at any point.
Values for

'3*' W

^

V’W

are found by a similar procedure.

is obtained by plotting as a function of y or

The value for

3 tA/
-=fy

as a faction

of x and determining the slope of the resulting curve.
The deflections are obtained simply by numerical integration
of the area under the slopes which may be expressed as
a-i.

r

— W,

—

\
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CHAPTER III

MODELS AND APPARATUS
Models
After vising plastic models vacuum coated with aluminum and
also silvered plastic models for some preliminary work with this method,
it was decided to look for a material for which a constant value may
he assumed for the modulus of elasticity and for Poisson's ration.

Also

it became evident during the preliminary work that obtaining sufficient
deflection to produce enough fringes on the photographs of the model for
a reasonable interpretation of the results and at the same time keeping
the deflections small compared with the thickness of the plate so that
the usual bending theory of thin plates applies should be given primary
consideration.

It follows that a material with a low modulus of

elasticity should be chosen.
Magnesium sheet which has a modulus of elasticity of approximately
g
6.5 x 10 psi was selected. The material was furnished by The Dow
Metal Products Company, Division of the Dow Chemical Company,

One model

was cut from a sheet of Alloy AZ31B with a nominal thickness of O.O67 in.
Another model was cut from a sheet of Alloy AZ3IB-H23 with a nominal
thickness of 0.125 in.
Model support
The models were supported by a l/2 in, steel plate with a
circular hole cut in the center.

A knife edge was turned around the

8

Detail A

Detail B

9

inside edge to provide a simple support of the models as shown in Fig. 3*
Loading apparatus
Lever loading. - A uniform load over a small concentric area
was applied by means of a loading lever as shown in Fig. k.

A

3/8

in.

diameter circular steel disk was glued to the center of the back side
of the model.

Since the diameter of the loading disk was small in

comparison with the diameter of the plate, it was assumed that gluing
the disk directly to the back of the plate would have little affect
upon the bending of the plate.
Pneumatic loading. ~ A l/8 in. rubber sheet was fastened to
the supporting plate as shown in Fig. 5 and inflated with a hand pump.
The net pressures of 1.734 psi and 4.421 psi were measured with a water"
manometer and a mercury manometer respectively.
Ruled screen
A curved screen as shown in Fig. 6 with a radius equal to
or

158.8

cm (78.3 in.) was used.

l/8 in. masonite facing.

3.5s

A frame was built of plywood with a

Ruled paper with d equal to 2.27 nun (0.894 in.)

was mounted on the face of the masonite.

The ruled paper was a gift of

the Technological University, Delft, Netherlands.

The screen was mounted

on a circular piece of plywood which could be rotated through an angle
of

90

degrees,

Camera
An Eastman View No. 2 camera with a Wollensak-Roehester Voltas
f-8 lens was used.

The photographs were made using 4x5 film holders.

Lighting
The lighting was accomplished with four photoflood lamps.

10

Fig, k.

Lever loading apparatus.
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Fig. 6.

Fig, 7.

Ruled screen.

Framework for the apparatus.

12

Framework
The framework shown in Fig. 7 was constructed of Unistrut
channels.

It consisted of a level carriage bed, a carriage carrying

the ruled screen and camera, which could be moved along tracks fastened
to the bed of the framework, and a vertical frame for mounting of the
model and lights.
Tensile test equipment
The tensile tests were made on a Tinius Olsen 300,000 lb.
universal hydraulic testing machine using a 6,000 lb. range.
specimens were held in Olsen Self-Aligning Tension Grips.

13

The

CHAPTER IV

PROCEDURE

Preparation of the model surface
The models were polished to obtain a highly reflective
surface in a metal lathe first vising Ho. 400 wet or dry sandpaper.
The sandpaper was followed by the following sequence of polishes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Du Pont Rubbing Compound "7"
Du Pont White Extra Fine Polishing Compound Ho. 45
Levigated Alumina Powder
Metallographic Polishing Alumina, Ho. 3 Solution (Gamma)

The slightest imperfections must be removed from the surface of the
model.

Otherwise, the reflections of the ruled screen will be

distorted so that the lines will neither be perfectly straight or clear.
Measurement of model thickness
The thickness of the models was measured at one inch intervals
along two perpendicular axes with a dial gage mounted as shown in
Fig. 8.

A spirit filled circular level was used on the face of the

plate to insure that the plate was level at the time the dial gage
readings were taken.

The gage readings were checked with a micrometer

at the edges of the plate.

Some variations in the plate thicknesses

resulted from the polishing of the plate with a polishing block
simply held in the lathe operator's hand.
Determination of the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio of the
model material
Tensile test coupons were cut from the same sheets of magnesium
as the models.

Two coupons were tested from the 0.06j in. sheet, one

14

Fig. 8. Measurement of the thickness of

the model.

with the length of the specimen parallel to the direction of rolling
and one with the length perpendicular to the direction of rolling.
Three coupons were tested from the 0.125 in. sheet, two with the length
parallel to the direction of rolling and one with the length perpendicular
to the direction of rolling.

A Type A-l, SR-4 strain gage was placed

on each side of each test strip as shown in Fig. 9.

The strain readings

for each gage were recorded separately at the various loadings.

Later'

the values from the two axial and two transverse gages were averaged
together.

Corrections were made to the averaged gage readings for

transverse sensitivity when gages are used under conditions of uniaxial
stress in material for which Poisson's ratio is different from that
corresponding to the conditions of calibration.
Load vs. axial strain was plotted for each specimen1 to determine
the modulus of elasticity.

The two values obtained for the 0.067 in.

sheet were averaged together to obtain the value used in the calculations.
In the case of the 0.125 in. sheet, the two values for the specimens with
the length parallel to the direction of rolling were averaged together.
This value was then averaged with the value obtained for the specimen
with the length perpendicular to the direction of rolling to obtain
the modulus of elasticity used in the calculations.
Transverse strain vs. axial strain was plotted for each test
specimen to determine Poisson's ratio.

These results were averaged in

the same manner as the results for modulus of elasticity to obtain the
value used in the calculations.

Strain gage data and calculations

are shown in Appendix I.

16

i"±ox>r

Fig. 9. Tensile

test specimen.

IT

Calibration of loading lever
The loading lever was calibrated by means of a cantilever
load beam with one Type A-7, SR-4 strain gage mounted on each side of
the beam.

These gages were placed in the bridge circuit so that the

strain signals produced twice the strain reading of a single strain
gage.

Fig. 10 indicates the placement of the gages and gives the

bridge circuit diagram.
The load beam was calibrated as shown in Fig. 11 by fastening it
to the supporting ring for the plate models.

A jig made from a sheet of

lucite was used for positioning the beam so that a l/l6 in. diameter hole
at the end of the beam would be in the center of the supporting ring.

The

supporting ring and load beam were placed in a horizontal position and
weights hung from a wire through the hole at the end of the beam.

Strain

gage readings were taken at various increments of load and the results
were plotted in Fig. 13.

Next, the supporting plate was mounted in its

normal position on the framework of the apparatus as illustrated by Fig. 12.
The load beam was loaded using the loading lever.

Strain gage readings

were taken at various increments of loading and plotted in Fig.

l4.

Values of loading used in the calculations were obtained by taking the
value of strain corresponding

to

the lever loading from Fig.

14

and then

finding the true load corresponding to this value for strain on the plot
in Fig. 13.
Photography
All photographs were taken with 4x5 Contrast Process Ortho
sheet film.

The photographs for Case I were taken with a shutter

speed of l/2 second and a lens aperature of f-l68.

Photographs for

Case II and Case III were taken with a shutter speed of l/lO second
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Fig. 10. Cantilever
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load beam.

Fig. 11.

Calibration of the cantilever
load beam.

Fig. 12.

Calibration of the loading
lever.
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II,
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— i alibratlon of loading lever with load cell gage reading
vs. load
90

and a lens aperature of f-64.

The lamps were moved closer to the

screen in making the photographs for Case II and Case III; hence, it
was necessary to reduce the exposure.
Testing procedure
First, the screen was accurately located at a distance of

56,8 cm (22.4 in.) from the knife edge of the supporting edge for the
models.

This distance was used since it gives a value for d/2a equal

to 0.002 with the ruling having a d equal to

2,27 mm (0.0894 in.).

Secondly, the model was centered over the support edge and held in
place with electrical tape.

In the case of the lever loading, the

first exposure was made with the lever resting against the model and
the weight holder in position.

The second photograph was made after

loading the model with care talien to see that the camera was not moved
between photographs.
was made with 2 in.

With the pneumatic loading the initial photograph

HgO pressure on the model in the case of the net

loading of 48 in. HgO, and the initial pressure was 0.4 in. Hg in the
case of the net loading of 9 in* Hg*

For the pneumatic loading a seal

between the model and supporting ring was obtained by coating the knife
edge with stop cock grease.
Immediately after taking the photographs the model was again
loaded and measurements were made of deflections with a dial gage
shown in Fig. 15.

Several readings were taken in each case and the

values averaged.

23

Fig. 15.

Measurement of deflection with,
a dial gage.
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CHAPTER V

DETERMINATION OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS
Experimental
Commercial
photographs.

8 x 10 enlargements were obtained from the test

A square 10 by 10 grid was then drawn on the enlargements

8
as suggested by Bradley

and shown in Fig.

31.

Since the loading and

support of the plates were symmetrical, or very nearly so, experimental
values for moments and deflections were obtained only along the x-axis
at

x.

■=■ o

f

,2a, .4a, .6a and .8a.

A complete set of curves used to determine the values for
moments and deflections for Case I is given in Figs.

16 through 27.

These curves are used for the explanations and sample calculations
which follow.
~2'*J

Calculation of the slopes

•>

and

M~

In order to determine the value of moments,

and My, along

the x-axis at x - o, ,2a, .4a, ,6a and .8a, the following curves were
plotted:
Fig.

16 - Plot of vs. x along y= 0 for Case I

Fig. 17 - Plot of vs. y along x= 0 for Case I
Fig. 18 - Plot of
Fig.

~r-

wy

vs. y along x= .2a for Case I

19 - Plot of vs. y along x= .4a for Case I

Fig. 20 - Plot of vs. y along x= ,6a for Case I
Fig. 21 - Plot of vs. y along x « .8a for Case I
I

For example, the plot of

vs. x along y = 0 was obtained by determining

the point of intersection of each fringe line with the x-axis as
indicated in Table I.

25

-1.0a -0.8a -0.6a -0.4a -0.2a 0 +0.2a +0.4a

+0.6a -1-0.8a +I.Oa

Fig. 16 — Plot of vs. x along y = 0 for Case I

26

Fig. 17-Plot of vs. y Along x*o for Case I

27

—0.2a 0 -f-0.2a +0.4a

+0.6a

+0.8a

+l.0a

Fig. 18-Plot of vs. y Along x*.2a for Case I

Fig. 19-Plot of vs. y Along x=.4a for Case I

26

- .Oil

-.090

-.007

-.003
-,2a

Fig. 20—Plot of

+ .2a +.4 a

+.6a

-K8a

-H.Oa

6 w/

/v vs. y along x=.6a for Case I
'*>y

b
Fig. 21- Plot of

%y
2y

vs. y along x

,8a for Case I

TABLE I

FRINGE VALUES AND

Fringe Value

X

y-0

Slope
+ .009

- 5*6a
4

O
O

fc-

- 2.9a

ALONG

4 31

— 1.6a

+ 21

4- .005

- 0.9a

4 if

+ .003

— 0 • 3a

+ i

+ ,001

4 0,3a

~~

1
2

- .001

+ 0,9a

-i|

- .003

4- l»7a
1
O•
O

4 3*0a

- .005
-3§
- .009

+ 5*5a

a = 4,007 in.

30

Because of symmetry, the Blope of the surface of the plate
at x=0 can he assumed to he equal to zero.
at the first interference line is 1/2.

Hence, the fringe value

At each successive fringe line,

the fringe value increases hy one.
As stated in Chapter II the slope Is found hy the following
formula:
Slope

Fringe Value (^3 )

Since the distance s of the model from the screen was chosen so
that

A would

equal 0.002, the slope can he found simply hy

multiplying the fringe value by 0.002 as indicated in the following
sample calculation:

=

4.9 X»

- .OQCj

31

. OOZ

Curvature
CD Q

/n 2

— I.Oa

—.8a —,6a -,4a —,2a

0

Fig. 22- Plot of

+.2a

-K4a

+ .6a

-K8a

+I.Oa

along y = 0 for Case I
2

Curvature,

6x

—I.Oa

—,8a

—.6a

— .4 a

— .^a 0 + . 2 a

+.4a

+ .6 a

+.8a

Fig. 23—Plot of ——^ along x * 0 for Case X

&

+ I.Oa

CM

0)

i_

3

■*—

O

>

Fig. 24—Plot of ^ ^

2

alon

9 x = .2a for Case I

CM

a>

v_

3
o
>
3

o

Fig. 25 —Plot of ^ along *
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=

4a for Case I

Fig. 26 — Plot of —

w

along y

- ,6a

for Case I

2

by

— ,2a 0 +.2 a

4~.4a

4*.6a

4*.8a

4-1.Oa

v2

Fig. 27—Plot of —~ along x = .8a for Case I

34

cl -t-vJ
Calculation of the curvatures and

-3^

The curvatures were determined by graphical differentiation ^
of each of the slope curves to obtain the following curves:
Pig. 22 - Plot of

vs. x along y = 0 for Case I

Fig. 23 - Plot of ^Lji vs. y along x = 0 for Case I
Fig. 24 - Plot of

vs. y along x =•.2a for Case I

Fig. 25 - Plot of

vs. y along x= .4a for Case I

Fig. 26 - Plot of 7^. vs. y along x =.6a for Case I
Fig. 27 - Plot of

vs. y along x = ,8a for Case I

This was accomplished by constructing rectangular areas of width equal
to .la and areas equal to the change in height of the slope curve,

A

smooth curve was drawn through the upper boundary of the rectangles as
shown in Fig. 22,

A sample calculation is given below to illustrate

the procedure:
QWe-i^jl-rl"
•for

c>f rec'i-o/v'vcj le

M3CD ( P\e\. ZZ)

plowing £tl crv\g ij = O 3

cU

ir\ slope-

CD
O.Co X. ID -4In-t-erv/aI

.4007
- I. 50 K /O-4 in'1

The results of the above calculations to determine along
y=0 are shown in Table II.
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TABLE II
CALCULATION OP

ALONG y = 0

Change in .
Slope x 10^

X

— 1.0a

Hr 102.6

— ,9a

+ 102.0

—

.8a

+ 106.0

-

•7a

4- 98.4

-

.6a

+

9^

-

• 5a

H-

88.8

-

.4a

+ 81.0

-

»3a

-

.2a

—

.la

+ 71*0
+

57.8

+■

35.0
0

0

-f-

.la

- 33.0

+

,2a

- 55-0

+

. 3a

- 69.0

+

.4a

- 79.2

+

•5a

-

.6a

- 93.4

,7a

- 98*0

86.6

+•

.8a

-

100.6

+

. 9a

-

102.8

+■

1.0a

- 104.0

FOR CASE I

(Height of Rectangle with an
Area Equal to the Change in
Slope and a width of .la)
xlO^

— .6

— I.50

- 1.4

- 3.50

- 2.2

- 5.50

- 4.0

- 9.98

- 5.6

- 13.98

- 7-8

- 19.47

- 10.0

— 24,96

_ 14.2

_ 35.44

- 21.8

_ 54.4o

- 35.0

— 87.34

- 33.0

- 82.35

- 22.0

__ 54.90

- i4.o

- 34.94

- 10.2

- 25.45

- io.4

- 18.47

- 6.8

— 16.97

- 4.6

_ 11.48

- 2.6

— 6.49

- 2.2

- 5.49

- 1.2

— 3.00
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Calculation of the moments Mr and Mt
The radial moment, Mr, and the tangential moment, Mt, and twisting
moment, Mrt, are equivalent respectively to M^,

Myand MXy

in the case

of Fig. 28 where the x-axis has been chosen as a radius of the circular
plate.

Hence, the equations for moments given in Chapter II may be

rewritten in the following manner:

+

= -D

^

Mrt-Mir'OvODCfeVo
The moments Mj. and Mj. were determined along the x-axis at x = 0, .2a,
,4a, .6a, and ,8a by substituting values from the curvature curves
into the above equations.

As a consequence of symmetrical loading and

support conditions the twisting moment, M^, was assumed to be equal to
zero for the cases reported.

The value for D was determined using

the results of the tensile tests described in the previous chapter.
A sample calculation follows:

D=

12- CI - -o'*- >

x iofa A o.o^%

I'L C I -

)

~ l~7 *3 . S>T in-

M I" a.

K

o

= -D(
=

=

4- -6

llo

)

- H3. 31 [“. 0033 - C

'Z.O'Z.33
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to~l(s>/in

0O&13)]

Fig. 28. Notation

Calculation of deflections
The experimental values for deflection along the x-axis were
obtained by graphical integration
x.

Divisions of .Ola were used.

of the area under the plot of

vs.

Lines parallel to the x-axis were

drawn across these divisions as in Fig. 16 so that the area bounded
above the line by the curve and the parallel line was approximately
equal to the area bounded below.

The deflection curves were plotted

taking the area of CDEF in Fig. l6, for instance, as the change in the
ordinate of the deflection curve for the interval, FE.

The numerical

calculations for this interval are
Change in deflection
from F to E

=
=

F

x. E. F

&. oo~\4- X

- o. oo-zq
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G>

O.

<4-0 0"7
in •

Theoretical
Simply supported plate with a load uniformly distributed over a
concentric circular area
Theoretical values of Mj. ana

for the plate in Fig. 29 were

calculated at r^c. - o. t e>~\ in., .leu. A-a.,

.£>«. anj 1.0a.•

were determined for 'c-fLa., 4 a-, .(eo~ and .8a,

Deflections

The following formulas

11
given by Timoshenko

were used:

At the center
P , fO - -'0 locj a.

4-TT

MM**

L “ET

, 1| _ Q-TJ) 1

4 a.

J

For
_ (/- -0) P l oa

M, ■
M*
At the center

W
For

r = c.
vV

, | — -O

47T ' r

-

4 IT L

P

Pc- / J_ _ J_ 'N

I6.-TT

V

0>-‘*V

U1 a. |1 —ol _ MLRc?V_i

r

J

16,-r

k r

f 34 -U aT- -*■ c- I*. 3 - 1+3-0

16-TD

L

| 4 x>

Ou

4-Cl-o)

/
P
J" 3+
r"1)
trn~ /on
ifoir D l I4D
a.

+ c-f Ua JL - ..I-JL. .O-I-Jll l~l

L ZO + ‘*-0 C*--
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JJ

Fig. 29. Simply supported circulor plate with a load uniformly
distributed over

a concentric

circular

area.

q
7L

■''

-— r —-

Fig. 30. Simply supported

circular

4l

plate uniformly

loaded.

Sinrply supported plate uniformly loaded over the entire plate
Theoretical values for the bending moments Mr and M^. and values
for the deflections were calculated at Y-.Za., .4ou
for the plate in Fig. 30.
used: JL

M

y

t

.COOL,

and .8a
12

The following formulas from Timoshenko

(3 + o)(«.1

were

- rx)

~ \Q>

Wc

3- (cS -r°-) ( 9 + -Q
- r~'- \
4D
\ I + *0 /

Calcvilation of the deflection at the center of a simply supported
circular plate under uniform load using large deflection theory
The deflection at the center of the plate of Case III was
calculated using the following equation from Theory of Plates and Shells
by Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger

lo

:

The constants A and B given for a simply supported plate with edges
free to move are
A - 0.262
B = O.696
These constants were calculated assuming Poisson's ratio, -0 , equal
to 0.3, but the value of -i>
0.325*

obtained for the model of Case II was

This difference in the value of Poisson's ratio introduces an

error which causes the resulting value for the deflection to be high.
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CHAPTER VI

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The data and results for the three experiments reported are
presented in outline form below and also by means of curves of
theoretical and experimental moments along the x-axis, Figs. 37*
1*0, 4l, 43, and 44, and curves showing the deflection along the x-axis,
Figs. 39) 42 and 45.
Case I: Singly supported circular plate with a load uniformly
distributed over a concentric circular area.
Material

Magnesium

Modulus of elasticity

6.24 x 106 psi

Poisson1s ratio

.316

Diameter of model

8.126 in.

Diameter of supporting ring, 2a

8.014 in.

Average thickness of model

0.0670 in.

Diameter of loaded area

0.374 in.

Total load on model

7.9 lbs.

Experimental maximum radial moment

2.02 in.-lb.

E:<perimental maximum tangential moment

2.05 in.-lb.

Theoretical maximum moment

3.14 in.-lb.

Deflection at center of plate measured
with a dial gage

,0315 in.

Experimental maximum deflection

.0309 in.

Theoretical maximum deflection

.0365 in.
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Case H;

Material

Simply supported circular plate under a uniformly distributed
load over the entire area.
:

Magnesium

6.255 x 106 psi

Modulus of elasticity
Poisson’s ratio

.325

Diameter of model

8.12k in.

Diameter of supporting ring, 2a

8.01k in.

Average thickness of model

0.1222 in.

Uniform load on model

1.73k psi (k8 in. HgO)

Experimental maximum radial moment

5.k7 in.-lb.

Experimental maximum tangential moment

5.k8 in.-lb.

Theoretical maximum moment

5.786 in.-lb.

Deflection at center of plate measured by
a dial gage

0.0263 in.

Experimental maximum deflection

0.0253 in.

Theoretical maximum deflection

0.026k in.

Case III;

Sinply supported circular plate under a uniformly distributed
load over the entire area.

Material

Magnesium

Modulus of elasticity

6.255 x 106 psi

Poisson's ratio

.325

Diameter of model

8.12k in.

Diameter of supporting ring, 2a

8.01k in.

Average thickness of model

0.1222 in.

Uniform load on model

k.k21 psi (9 in Hg.)

kk

Experimental maximum radial moment

12.67 in.-lb.

Experimental maximum tangential moment

12.79 in.-lb.

Theoretical maximum moment

14.75 in.-lb.

Deflection at center of plate measured
by a dial gage

0.06ll in.

Experimental maximum deflection

O.O606 in.

Theoretical maximum deflection UBing small
deflection theory

0.0674 in.

Theoretical maximum deflection vising large
deflection theory

0.0648 in.
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Fig. 31.

Fringe patterns for determination of
o

k6

for Case I

Fig. 32.

Fringe patterns for determination of

47

^ VAJ

for Case I

Fig. 33.

Fringe patterns for determination of

48

for Case II

Pig.

.
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Fringe patterns for determination of

49

for Case II

Fig. 35.

Fringe patterns for determination of -=r.
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for Case III

Fig. 36.

Fringe patterns for determination of

for Case

"5 *3
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Fig. 37—Radial moments along centerline of a simply supported circular
plate with a uniform load over a concentric area, Case I

Fig. 38— Tangential moments along centerline of a simply supported
circular plate with a uniform load over a concentric area, Case I
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o

.2a

.4a

,6a

,8a

j.Oa

Deflection, in.

0

Fig. 39- Deflection along centerline of a simply supported
circular plate with a uniform load over a con¬
centric area, Case I
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Radial moments, in.-lb./in.
Tangential moments, in-Ib./in. ,5-

. 40—Radial moments along centerline of a simply supported
circular plate with a uniform load, Case IT

Fig. 41—Tangential moments along centerline of a simply supported
circular plate with a uniform load, Case II

5^

Deflection, in.

^Y

Fig. 42 — Deflection along the centerline of a simply supported
circular plate with a uniform load, Case II
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Tangential moments, in.-lb./in. -n Radial moments, in.-lb./\

g. 43—Radial moments along centerline of a simply supported
circular plate with a uniform load, Case HI

Fig. 44 — Tangential moments along centerline of a simply supported
circular plate with a uniform load, Case III
56

Deflection, in.
Fig. 45

Deflection along centerline of a simply supported circular
plate with a uniform load, Case HI
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CHAPTER VII

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Discussion
Accuracy of the Ligtenberg Method
The accuracy of the Ligtenberg method can first be studied
by comparing the experimental results obtained for deflections with
the theoretical values and with dial gage readings taken at the center
of the model.

For Cases I, II, and III there was close agreement

between the experimental value for maximum deflection and the values
obtained from the dial gage readings with the experimental value being
slightly lower.

The maximum difference was 4 per cent.

The agreement

between the experimental values for maximum deflection and the theoretical
values obtained vising small deflection theory was not as close as the
agreement between the dial gage readings and the experimental values.
For Cases I and III, where the maximum deflection was approximately
• 5h, the experimental values were 15 and 10 per cent less, respectively,
than the theoretical results.

On the other hand, for Case H, where

the deflection was approximately ,2h, the experimental value was 4 per
cent less than the theoretical.
Since elementary plate theory is derived using the assumption
that the deflection of the middle plane is small compared with the
thickness, the difference between the theoretical and experimental
deflections would be expected to increase as the ratio of deflection to
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plate thickness increases.

Large deflections produce in-plane stresses

in a plate which tend to reduce both deflections and moments.

lk

In order to evaluate the effect of in-plane stresses on the
deflections, the calculation of maximum deflection for Case III using
large deflection theory was made.

This computation gave a maximum

deflection of k per cent less than the deflection obtained using
elementary theory.

However, the experimental" value of the maximum

deflection for Case III is 6.5 per cent less than the value obtained
using large deflection theory.

It appears that this remaining

difference must be attributed to various sources of error.

However,

the close agreement between the experimental values for maximum
deflection and the values obtained from dial gage readings suggests
that some of the error is perhaps due to inaccuracies in defining the
actual conditions of the tests, for example, errors in measurement of
the dimensions of the model, properties of the material, and amount
of loading, and not due to the Ligbenberg method itself or the
graphical integration.
Consideration of the values obtained for moments provides
the most important test for the Ligbenberg method since the determination
of moments in a plate is the problem which actually motivates the
interest in this experimental procedures.

Deflections of plates can

be determined using dial gages, but differentiating the resulting
deflection curves twice to obtain curvatures for computing moments
compounds errors from the process of graphical differentiation.
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The

Ligtenberg method offers the advantage of requiring only one graphical
differentiation for the determination of moments.
The best agreement between the theoretical maximum moment and
experimental maximum moment was obtained in Case H where the deflection
was approximately .2h,

Both the experimental maximum radial and

tangential moments were about 5*5 per cent less than the theoretical
maximum moment.
When the deflection was increased in Case III to .5h, the
difference between the experimental and theoretical results increased.
The maximum radial and tangential moments were 1^ and 13 per cent less,
respectively, than the theoretical maximum moment obtained using
elementary plate theory*

The effect of in-plane stresses will explain

a portion of the above differences as was shown for deflections in Case III.
, Case I with a concentrated load at the center of the plate
presented the most severe test of the Ligtenberg method.

Although the

moment curves for Case I, Figs. 37 and 38, indicate that the
Ligtenberg method is sensitive to concentrated loads, the maximum
experimental radial and tangential moments were 35 per cent lesB than
the maximum moment calculated using the elementary plate theory.
point x

.2a on the x-axis much better agreement was obtained.

At the
Here the

experimental radial moment was 12.5 per cent less than the theoretical
value, and the experimental tangential moment was 13.25 per cent less
than the experimental value.

Again the effect of in-plane stresses

undoubtedly accounts for much of the difference between experimental
and theoretical values.
The fact that in each case a positive value was obtained for
the radial moment at the support indicates an error either in the basic
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method or in the interpretation of the fringe patterns.

The value of

the radial moment should, of course, be zero at the boundary for a
simply supported plate or have a negative value if any restraint exists
at the support.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in interpreting

the fringe patterns at the outer most parts of the model since the
interference bands became wide and less well defined.

This may be

explained by the fact that for simply supported plates the change in
slope diminishes as the point of support is approached and becomes
zero at the support.

Another reason for the error in the peripheral

areas was that it was necessary to extrapolate the curves for -l^rand

for the distance from the last interference fringe to the

support.

-

Loading methods
Very symmetrical fringe patterns were produced with pneumatic
loading while some difficulty was experienced in obtaining symmetrical
loading using the loading lever.

However, the loading lever provides a
I

useful means of applying a concentrated load.
Properties of the magnesium models
The average values obtained for the modulus of elasticity
and for Poisson's ratio are considered to be within reasonable
15
agreement with values reported by Beck.
For the modulus of
elasticity of Alloy AZ31 the average values of
stress and of

6.k

6.7

x 10° at zero

x 10° at a stress of 6.1*00 psl are given.

found Poisson’s ratio to be

.33

for magnesium alloys.

6l

Beck

Conclusion

The Ligbenberg method, which provides a means of determining
moments in slabs after performing a single differentiation of a curve
of surface slopes, is a promising experimental procedure for the study
of the bending of flat plates for which purely analytical solutions
are not readily available.

The work reported in this thesis indicates

that the ligtenberg method meets the ordinary requirements of
engineering accuracy for the analysis of bending of thin, flat plates
under lateral loads.
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APPENDIX
DETERMINATION OF THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
AND POISSON'S RATIO OF THE MODELS

The factors calculated below were applied to the values of
indicated strain to correct for transverse sensitivity when gages
are used under conditions of uniaxial stress in material for which
Poisson's ratio is different from that corresponding to the conditions
of calibration.

Poisson's ratio of the models was assumed to be .35

for these calculations.
Correction factor for axial gage:
c. F. = ■ | V**1 K
I

/A-

-

K

1 -.

* . O'Z.

I —. 3

ao

I.

>c

.

c?Z

iS

K -

Experimental value of the transverse sensitivity factor.

jU -

Poisson's ratio of the material on which the gage is mounted.
0.2.&5 = Poisson's ratio of the material on which the
manufacturer calibrates the gage.

Correction factor for transverse:

^ P

r

I

Mr*
I /<-

-

I - ■
I

C.OZ')
. oz.

.35
1.095
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The calculations for the modulus of elasticity and
Poisson's ratio are shown on Figs.

46

through

55

*

The specimens

are listed below:

Specimen No.

Nominal Thickness Direction of
of Material Length of Specimen

1

.067

Perpendicular to direction
of rolling

2

.067

Parallel to direction
rolling

3

.125

Perpendicular to direction
of rolling

4

.125

Parallel to direction of
rolling

5

.125

Parallel to direction of
rolling
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of

Load, lbs.

Fig. 46 - Load vs. Strain, Specimen I
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Transverse Strain, Microinches/inch

2000

I 600

1200

800

400

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000

Axial Strain,

Microinches/inch

Fig. 47 — Transverse vs. Axial Strain, Specimen I
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1,000
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2,000 3,000 4,000

Strain, Microinches/inch

Fig. 48 —Load vs. Strain, Specimen 2
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5,000

Transverse Strain, Microinches/inch

Axial Strain,

Microinches/inch

Fig. 49 — Transverse vs. Axial Strain, Specimen 2
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Load, lbs.

Fig. 50 —Load vs. Strain, Specimen

6y

3

Transverse Strain, Microinches/inch

Fig. 51 — Transverse vs. Axial Strain, Specimen 3
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Fig. 52-Load vs. Strain, Specimen 4
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Fig. 53-Transverse vs. Axial Strain, Specimen 4
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Fig. 54 — Load vs. Strain, Specimen 5
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Fig. 5 5 — Transverse vs. Axial Strain, Specimen 5
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